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custom subquery in Elasticsearch? I have a custom query that I'd like to be indexed by Elasticsearch. The thing is, I want to be able to sort the

results. My custom query is pretty generic, but I've boiled it down to: POST /my_index/ my_index/_search?q=*:*
&fq=query:(this.title:%20*%20and%20objectType:%20"foo") &fq=title:* However, it turns out that the title parameter is sorting the query

results on a Lucene index, and I want Elasticsearch to do that. I've looked at the following: I can turn off the sorting/boosting at query time, by
adding +dismax to the query - but that doesn't work, as the fields I want to sort on are analyzed and I don't want to have the query analyzed. I
can set a custom analyzer for the field (using the x_analyser). However, that doesn't really work, as I want to filter documents based on the

query (sort is later, so I can filter on one field before sorting). I can use the x_query_and_filter config, but that just wraps the query in another
query that must first be filtered. Plus, the docs say this is not a recommended use-case. I can use a match_all query, then filter the results on the

title field, but I'm not sure how to turn off the sorting on the title result. I can't find much on the subject. Basically, what I'm looking for is a
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